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A simple molecular thermodynamic theory of hydrophobic hydration
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A recently developed microscopic model for associating fluids that accurately captures the
thermodynamics of liquid water@Truskettet al., J. Chem. Phys.111, 2647 ~1999!# is extended to
aqueous solutions with nonpolar species. The underlying association model incorporates the highly
directional and open nature of water’s hydrogen-bond network, and, as a result, captures a number
of the distinguishing properties of liquid water, such as the density anomaly. The model for aqueous
mixtures developed herein predicts many of the thermodynamic signatures of hydrophobic
hydration without resorting to empirical temperature-dependent parameters. The predicted solubility
of nonpolar species is slight over a wide range of temperatures, and exhibits a minimum as a
function of temperature, in accord with experiment. Hydration is opposed by a dominant entropy
and favored by the enthalpy at low temperatures. At elevated temperatures these roles are reversed.
Furthermore, the hydration entropies for hydrophobes of varying size converge over a very narrow
temperature range. Comparison with experimental and simulation data for nonpolar solutes in water
shows that the theory tends to exaggerate the solute’s transfer heat capacity at low temperature, and
hence solubility minima and entropy convergence are predicted to occur at lower temperatures than
observed. Our results support the emerging view that hydrophobic effects can be attributed in large
part to the equation of state for pure water. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The meager solubility of nonpolar hydrophobic mo
ecules in water is upheld as the primary thermodynamic d
ing force for a number of important aqueous solution p
nomena, including the environmental fate of pollutan
surfactant micellization, biological membrane formation, a
the folding of globular proteins.1–3 Beyond the adage ‘‘oil
and water do not mix,’’ molecular-scale hydrophobic effe
are associated with a number of key thermodynam
fingerprints.1 Dissolution heats determined from calorimetr
studies indicate that unfavorable entropies of transferr
nonpolar gases into water dominate hydration free ener
at room temperature, and are only partly compensated
favorable dissolution enthalpies. These entropies and en
pies are strongly temperature dependent, as indicated
large positive transfer heat capacities. At elevated temp
tures, the roles of entropy and enthalpy are reversed,
unfavorable enthalpies dominating hydration free energ
partly compensated by favorable entropies. The resul
solubilities of nonpolar gases are nonmonotonic, pass
through a minimum between 310 and 350 K. Proteins si
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larly undergo hot and cold denaturation,4,5 while ionic and
nonionic surfactants display a minimum in their critical m
celle concentrations with respect to temperature,6,7 suggest-
ing a common underlying mechanism. Careful analysis
the experimental entropies of hydrocarbon hydration a
function of temperature reveals that these curves interse
an entropy close to zero at approximately 385 K.8–14 The
coincidence of this entropy convergence temperature w
comparable behavior in protein unfolding has been taken
thermodynamic foundation for the hydrophobic core mo
for protein folding. The ability to predict and reproduce th
features described above may be considered essentia
models of hydrophobic effects involving simple solutes.

Traditionally, it has been argued that hydrophobic effe
result from the orientational constraints in the hydration sh
of a nonpolar solute as a result of water’s attempt to main
the integrity of the hydrogen-bonding network by formin
clatharatelike structures or microscopic ‘‘icebergs.’’15 While
providing a convenient language for discussing hydropho
hydration, this interpretation does not resolve the relat
magnitudes of the opposing enthalpic and entropic contri
tions, and belies the richness of their temperature depen
cies. Experimental probes of vicinal water structure a
scarce, in large part because of the low solute concentrat
involved.16–21 The structures that have been measured s
il:
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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gest that while water adopts orientational preferences in
hydration shell of nonpolar moieties, the solute induc
structure in water is somewhat more disordered than tha
ice or clatharate hydrates.16–20

To date, molecular level investigations of hydrophob
hydration have been mostly theoretical and com
tational.22–42 Extensions of scaled particle theory to hydr
phobic hydration, for example, have provided a molecu
rationale for the application of surface area models down
microscopic length scales.43–48The correlation between mac
roscopic and microscopic surface tensions, however
contentious due to differences in their temperature dep
dencies.1 Water structure and orientational preferences in
vicinity of hydrophobic species has been connected to
characteristic entropies of hydrophobic hydration through
application of a statistical mechanical correlation functi
expansion for the entropy.22,49–51More recently, information
theory ~IT!, with roots in Pratt–Chandler52 and Gaussian
field theory,53 has provided a quantitative link between t
microscopic density fluctuations determined from water o
gen pair correlations and the hydration free energies of h
solutes. More importantly IT implicates the density and is
thermal compressibility of water—macroscopic equation o
state properties—as dominant factors in hydrophobic hydr
tion. In addition to capturing temperature26 and pressure30

effects associated with hydrophobic hydration and inter
tions, IT provides an explanation of the slightly greater so
bility of nonpolar species in heavy water compared to lig
water as a result of differences in the isothermal compre
ibilities of these two solvents.31 Although IT is a useful and
original approach for the analysis and interpretation of s
vation phenomena, it is not a predictive theory for the so
bility of nonpolar solutes.

Equations of state~EOS! can accurately describe th
solubility of water in organic liquids, yet they fail to captur
the solubility of nonpolar solutes in water~e.g., hydrocar-
bons! or the nonmonotonic temperature dependence of
solubility.54–56 In light of IT considerations, it appears rea
sonable that an appropriate starting place for developing
accurate EOS model for the dissolution of nonpolar solu
in water would be an accurate EOS for water itself. Ty
cally, engineering EOS for water must rely on ad hoc te
perature dependent parameterizations to accurately m
the liquid state anomalies~e.g., negative thermal expansion!,
limiting potential physical insights as well as predictive c
pabilities. Recently, however, Truskettet al. developed a
new partition function and EOS for water.57 A key feature of
their theory is the incorporation of a positive correlation b
tween entropy and density in the vicinity of a hydroge
bonded molecule. This schematic and simplified incor
ration of the cooperativity of hydrogen-bond formation ca
tures many of the characteristic anomalies of liquid wa
including the density maximum at 4 °C and isothermal co
pressibility minimum. In this work, we generalize this mod
to mixtures with nonhydrogen-bonding hydrophobic solut
The analytical partition function for mixtures captures t
salient features of hydrophobic hydration summarized abo
and provides insights into their origin. The present m
lecular theory captures the thermodynamic signatures of
Downloaded 13 Feb 2002 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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drophobic hydration without resorting to empirical tem
perature dependencies58,59 or treatments of hydrogen
bonding,60,61 demonstrating that a realistic EOS for wat
provides a sound and natural foundation for describing aq
ous mixtures with nonpolar molecules. Moreover, the pres
theory is not limited to infinite dilution62 and can potentially
impact the prediction of the phase behavior of oil–wa
mixtures at finite concentrations.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Derivation of the mixture partition function

In a preceding study, a statistical mechanical model
associating fluids was proposed.57 The resulting EOS cap
tures many of water’s thermodynamic anomalies~e.g., nega-
tive thermal expansion, compressibility minima, increase
the isobaric heat capacity upon cooling, liquid–liquid pha
transition! with remarkable success. The theoretical prem
of this model is to treat the formation of a hydrogen-bond
detail, and to incorporate, in an approximate fashion,
cooperative consequences due to the directionality of
bonds. In particular, a pair of water molecules participat
in a hydrogen-bond must posses mutually favorable orie
tions and a sparse low-density environment in the vicinity
the bond. The basic physical attributes of the hydrogen-b
are summarized as follows~see also Fig. 1!:

~1! One of the two interacting water molecules, denot
as thecentral water molecule, must be surrounded by a
exclusion shellof radiusr wi devoid of any other waters. In
this way the theory incorporates, albeit in a schematic fa
ion, the fact that the tetrahedral arrangement of a fu
hydrogen-bonded molecule and its four participating nei
bors results in an open, low-density environment, in contr
with the 12-fold coordination of atomic liquids.

~2! A hydrogen-bonding pair of water molecules must
separated by a distance,r, that lies within thehydrogen
bonding shell, r wi,r ,r w0 , of the central water molecule
The width of this shell represents the librational degree
freedom of a hydrogen-bond.

~3! The bonding pair must have mutually favorable o
entations, such thatw1 andw2,w* .

~4! The presence of additional water molecules in t
hydrogen-bonding shell ‘‘crowds’’ and weakens the existi
bond. An energy of2«max is assigned to a solitary bondin
pair, with a penalty of«pen for each nonbonding molecule i
the shell.

These hydrogen-bonding criteria in conjunction with t
mean-field approximation for dispersion interactions, and
van der Waals~vdW! prescription for excluded volume inter
actions lead to the following expression for the partiti
function for water (w),

Q~Nw ,V,T!5~NW!Lw
3Nw!21~V2Nwbw!Nw

3exp~bNw
2 aww /V!(4p)Nw)

j 51

j max

f ~ j !Nwp~ j !.

~1!

A detailed derivation of this partition function can be foun
in Ref. 57. In this expressionLw is the thermal wavelength
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2909J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 7, 15 February 2002 Theory of hydrophobic hydration
Nw is the number of water molecules,V is the volume,T is
the temperature, andb215kT is the product of Boltzmann’s
constant and the temperature.aww and bw are the familiar
vdW attractive parameter for water–water pair interactio
and the excluded volume per water molecule of hard c
diametersww , respectively. We require the pressure to
verge at the random close packing density

0.64bw5
psww

3

6
, ~2!

where the spheres occupy 64% of the volume. It should
noted that the use of the simple one-dimensional approxi
tion for the excluded volume is not necessary for the the
More accurate expressions for the excluded volume, e
Carnahan–Starling,63 produce similar predictions.

The first three terms in the product on the right-hand s
of Eq. ~1! comprise the partition function of a vdW fluid. Th
last two terms then constitute the contribution of aque
hydrogen-bonding.p( j ) is the probability thatj water mol-
ecules occupy the bonding shell and that the exclusion s
~sww,r ,r wi in Fig. 1! is devoid of water molecules. Th
maximum number of water molecules allowed in the bon
ing shell is j max. Note that in the original derivation th
hydrogen-bonding and hard sphere contributions to the

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the microscopic model.~a! In order to form
a hydrogen bond, two water molecules must be properly oriented, with
bonding directions pointing towards each other (w1 ,w2,w* ), regardless of
the value ofu1 andu2 . ~b! Water molecules have a hard core of radiussww ,
within which the center of no other water molecule can penetrate. In ord
form a hydrogen bond, positional constraints must be satisfied in additio
the orientational requirements shown in~a!. Specifically, a central water
molecule must be surrounded by anexclusion shellof radiusr wi , devoid of
centers of other water molecules, and a properly oriented second w
molecule must be inside itshydrogen bonding shell(r wi<r<r wo). The
presence of additional molecules within the hydrogen bonding shell w
ens an existing bond.~c! Water–solute interactions. Water molecules~gray!
have a hard core radiusssw5(sww1sss)/2, within which the center of no
other nonpolar solute~white! can penetrate. In order to form a hydroge
bond, a central water molecule must be surrounded by asolute exclusion
shell of radiusr si . Solutes whose centers lie in thehydration shell(r si<r
<r so) can affect the strength of a hydrogen bond.
Downloaded 13 Feb 2002 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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energy are not independent, and some of the quantities in
‘‘hydrogen-bond’’ term, such asp( j ), contain hard sphere
~excluded volume! information exclusively. A detailed dis
cussion of the occupation probabilities is presented bel
Returning to Eq.~1! f ( j ) arises from the orientational con
tributions to the hydrogen-bonding partition-function for
central water molecule withj water molecules in its bonding
shell ~r wi,r ,r wo in Fig. 1! and is given by

f ~ j !511
j

4
~12cosw* !2$exp@b«~ j !#21%. ~3!

«( j ) is the hydrogen-bonding energy between a pair of wa
molecules when there are (j 21) crowding water molecules
in the bonding shell of the central molecule,

2«~ j !52«max1~ j 21!«pen. ~4!

The above-described model and its generalization
mixtures capture the distinctive features of the thermo
namics of water and of its mixtures with nonpolar solute
Nevertheless, drastic simplifications are introduced in the
scription of hydrogen bonds. Consequently, ours is not a
croscopic theory of water structure around nonpolar solu
Rather, our work suggests that the complexmacroscopicbe-
havior commonly referred to as hydrophobic hydration c
be adequately described as long as a positive correlation
tween local entropy, density, and energy is incorporated
a microscopic theory of water. This is what the above fo
point description of hydrogen bond formation accomplish
once translated into the language of statistical mechanic

As shown in Appendix A, the partition function for wate
can be readily generalized to aqueous mixtures with non
lar species~s! as

Q~Nw ,Ns ,V,T!5~Nw!Ns!Lw
3NwLs

3Ns!21~V2Nb!N

3exp~bN2a/V!

3~4p!Nw)
j 51

j max

)
k50

kmax

f ~ j ,k!Nwp~ j ,k!. ~5!

In the limit Ns→0 this expression reduces to the partitio
function for pure water@Eq. ~1!#, while in the limitNw→0 it
reduces to the partition function of a vdW fluid. Standa
mixing rules are applied to evaluate the mixed vdWa andb
parameters,

a5xw
2 aww12xwxsasw1xs

2ass, ~6a!

b5xwbw1xsbs , ~6b!

where xi5Ni /N is the mole fraction of speciesi, and the
cross solute–water vdW interaction parameter isasw

5(awwass)
1/2. It remains to describe below the effect of th

nonpolar species on the hydrogen-bonding contributions
the partition function.

Hydrogen-bonding interactions in these mixtures sho
take into account the fact that while the nonpolar spec
cannot hydrogen-bond with water, they can potentially sta
lize or destabilize bonding between water pairs through p
turbations in the bonding energy. By analogy with the mo
for pure water~Fig. 1!, we assume there is an inner she
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2910 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 7, 15 February 2002 Ashbaugh, Truskett, and Debenedetti
surrounding the central water molecule (ssw,r ,r si) devoid
of solute molecular centers, referred to as thesolute exclu-
sion shell, and an outer shell (r si,r ,r so) within which the
solute can affect hydrogen-bonding, referred to as thesolute
hydration shell. For j water molecules in the bonding she
andk solute molecules in the solute hydration shell, the c
tral water molecule’s orientational contribution to i
hydrogen-bonding partition function~see Appendix A! is
given by

f ~ j ,k!511
j

4
~12cosw* !2$exp@b«~ j ,k!#21%. ~7!

The hydrogen-bonding energy in this case is

2«~ j ,k!52«max1~ j 21!«pen1k«np, ~8!

where«np is the nonpolar energetic contribution per solu
molecule in the hydration shell.15,64,65

The other important quantity introduced in the mixtu
partition function isp( j ,k), the probability that the centra
molecule is surrounded byj water molecules andk solute
molecules satisfying the positional criteria for hydroge
bond formation. The key simplifying assumption that w
make is that this quantity can be expressed as a superpos
of independent solvent and solute occupation probabilitie

p~ j ,k!5p0pw~ j !ps~k!. ~9!

p0 is the probability that a central water molecule has
exclusion shellssww,r ,r wi andssw,r ,r si devoid of wa-
ter and solute molecules.pw( j ) is the conditional probability
that there arej water molecules in the central water’s hydr
gen bonding shell (r wi,r ,r wo) given that the exclusion
shells are devoid of water and nonpolar species.ps(k) is
analogous topw( j ), and denotes the conditional probabili
of observingk nonpolar molecules in the solute hydratio
shell (r si,r ,r so) given that the exclusion shells are devo
of water and nonpolar species. The detailed mathema
expressions forp0 , pw( j ), and ps(k) are presented in Ap
pendix B.

B. Evaluation of thermodynamic properties of
aqueous solutions

The thermodynamic properties of aqueous mixtures
be determined from the partition function@Eq. ~5!#. The first
quantity we consider is the EOS, which is given by the v
ume derivative of the Helmholtz free energy,

P52S ]A

]VD
T,Nw ,Ns

5kTS ] ln Q

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

, ~10a!

5
kTr

12rb
2ar21kTNw

3(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]V G
Nw ,Ns

ln f ~ j ,k!J , ~10b!
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wherer5rw1rs , the total number density, is the sum of th
water and solute number densities. In the limitsrw→0 or
rs→0 this expression reduces to the vdW EOS or the E
for pure water given in Ref. 57, respectively.

The solute chemical potential is determined by the sol
number derivative of the Helmholtz free energy,

ms5S ]A

]Ns
D

T,V,Nw

52kTS ] ln Q

]Ns
D

T,V,Nw

~11a!

5kT ln rsLs
32kT ln~12rb!1

kTrbs

12rb

22~rwasw1rsass!2kTrw

3(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

ln f ~ j ,k!J .

~11b!

A useful way of expressing the solubility of a gas in water
by the Ostwald solubility~L! defined as66

L5
rs

rs
g , ~12!

where the superscriptg indicates the gas phase. Assumin
that the gas phase behaves ideally,ms

ig5kT ln rs
gLs

3, it fol-
lows from equating the chemical potential of the solute in
ideal gas and solution phase at the givenT and P, ms

ig

5ms
aq, that

2 ln L5bms* , ~13!

wherems* , the excess solute chemical potential, contains
nonideal contributions to the chemical potential in the aq
ous phase, that is to say the second, third, fourth, and
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~11b!. The individual
terms in the chemical potential expression can be bro
down into point creation,43 excluded volume, attractive, an
hydrogen-bonding contributions,

ms* 5ms,pt* 1ms,vol* 1ms,att* 1ms,hb* . ~14!

The infinite dilution limits of these quantities
ms,pt* ` ,ms,vol* ` ,ms,att* ` ,ms,hb* ` are given in Appendix C. Infinite di-
lution quantities are of interest in the present context beca
of the low solubility of nonpolar solutes in water.ms,pt* ` is the
reversible work associated with inserting a hard pointl
solute in solution,43 ms,vol* ` is the reversible work associate
with growing the pointlike solute to its full diametersss,
ms,att* ` is the reversible work associated with turning on attra
tive solute–water interactions, andms,hb* ` is the reversible
work associated with restructuring water’s hydrogen-bo
network upon introducing the solute. We denote the addit
contribution arising from orientation-dependent interactio
as the hydrogen-bonding term. It should be understood, h
ever, that in the present theory it is impossible to sepa
completely the hydrogen-bond and HS terms, since the
gular integrals are evaluated in the HS ensemble~see Appen-
dix A!, andp ~j, k! contains exclusively HS terms, i.e.,Gmn

~Appendix B!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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By differentiating the chemical potential with respect
temperature at constant pressure, the partial molar ex
enthalpy and entropy can be derived. The enthalpy is gi
as

h̄s* 52T2S ]ms* /T

]T D
P,Nw ,Ns

5h̄s,pt* 1h̄s,vol* 1h̄s,att* 1h̄s,hb* .

~15!

Note that the pressure is an independent variable in the
tial derivative shown in Eq.~15!. The present theory wa
developed in the canonical ensemble, where volume,
pressure, is the independent variable. The calculation of
tial derivatives such as Eq.~15! is discussed in Appendix D
The individual contributions to the partial molar enthalpy
the limit of infinite dilution are given in Appendix C. The
entropy is given as

s̄s* 52S ]ms*

]T D
P,Nw ,Ns

5 s̄s,pt* 1 s̄s,vol* 1 s̄s,att* 1 s̄s,hb* , ~16!

where the individual contributions to the partial molar e
tropy in the limit of infinite dilution are, once again, given
Appendix C.

C. Model parameterization

In the original paper introducing this model for pu
water,57 the parameters«max, «pen, sw , andaww were fixed.
The magnitude of the maximum hydrogen bond stren
«max and the hard core diametersw were set at the physically
reasonable values of 23 kJ/mol and 3.11 Å, respectively.
crowding penalty«pen was set to 3 kJ/mol per nonbondin
molecule in the hydrogen bonding shell. The dispersion
teractionaww was set so as to give the correct critical te
perature for water. The remaining parameters,r wi , r wo , and
w* were used as variables. Two parameter sets were
plored by varyingw* and usingr wi andr wo to reproduce the
density maximum at 4 °C and 1 g/cm3. It was found that the
parameter set that resulted in phase behavior with a se
critical point in the deeply supercooled region67–73 ~w*
50.175 rad,r wi51.01sw , r wo51.04sw! provided the best
fit to water’s (P,V,T) behavior. In this work we adopt thi
parameter set, although we have adjustedaww , sww , andr wi

to compensate for the simplifications@Eqs.~B3!–~B5!# intro-
duced in the expressions for the bonding shell occupa
probabilities, and to improve the fit to the density of liqu
water at atmospheric pressure. These parameters are list
Table I. The fitted density and thermal expansion coeffici
of liquid water are shown in Fig. 2. These adjusted para
eters still conform to the two-critical-point scenario, how
ever, the gas–liquid critical point has been shifted to;50 K
above the experimental value. This is predominantly a re
of the increase in theaww parameter. The present study f
cuses on temperatures well below the critical tempera
and this is not considered further.

Nonpolar solutes have been found to stabilize hydro
bonds.20,64,65,74,75 However, rather than introducing add
tional parameters associated with the effect of a hyd
phobe on hydrogen-bonding, we assume«np50 and r si

5r so5ssw . We have conducted a preliminary study of t
Downloaded 13 Feb 2002 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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effect of these terms and find that they have little influen
on the predicted solubility trends. Thus, the present st
focuses on the effect of the solute size and attractive inte
tions on the thermodynamics of hydrophobic hydration.
detailed parametric analysis of the effects of«hp, sss, r si ,
and r so on the calculated solubility is underway and will b
published separately.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependence of the chemical potentia
a sss54 Å spherical solute at infinite dilution at atmospher
pressure is shown in Fig. 3. The top curve isms*

` for a HS
solute (asw50), while the remaining curves indicate in
creasing solute-water attractive interactions~asw varying
from 0 to 0.25 Pa m6 mol22!. It can be seen thatbms*

` passes
through a maximum, or equivalently the Ostwald solubil

TABLE I. Model parameters for water and its mixtures.

sww 3.135 Å
r wi 1.008sww

r wo 1.04sww

aww 0.310 Pa m6/mol2

w* 0.175 rad
«max 23 kJ/mol
«pen 3 kJ/mol
j max 8
r si ssw

r
so

ssw

«np 0
kmax 8

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the density~a! and thermal expansion
coefficient~b! of water at atmospheric pressure. The points are experime
data~Refs. 90, 91!. The line is the model prediction for pure water, using t
parameters of Table I.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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@Eq. ~13!# at infinite dilution passes through a minimum. F
the HS solute the solubility minimum~268 K! occurs close
to the density maximum of pure water~277 K!. Indeed, these
two temperatures would coincide ifbms*

` was determined
solely by the point creation and excluded volume contrib
tions @Eqs.~C2! and ~C3!#, since these terms are monoton
functions of the density of water. In addition to increasi
the solubility of the HS solute by favorable energetic con
butions, attractive interactions displace the solubility mi
mum to higher temperatures. This is a consequence of
fact that attractive contributions to the solubility are i
versely proportional to the temperature@Eq. ~C4!#, in con-
trast to the repulsive vdW terms discussed above which
pend only on density. Similar results were obtained from
combined IT and perturbation theory analysis of the solub
ties of nonpolar gases in water evaluated from explicit m
lecular simulation.27

It is worthwhile to note that while solubility minima ar
not limited to water as a solvent,76 such behavior within the
present theoretical framework is restricted to solvents
display density anomalies. In particular the same point c
ation and excluded volume contributions@Eqs. ~C2! and
~C3!# to the solubility arise for a HS solute in a vdW solven
Since the vdW fluid does not exhibit a density maximum57

HS solutes cannot experience a solubility minimum wh
dissolved in such solvents.

The mixed partition function derived above of cour
applies at finite solute concentrations. We now apply
model to the calculation of the solubility of nonpolar solut

FIG. 3. Model prediction for the temperature dependence of the dimens
less excess chemical potential of a hydrophobic solute (sss54 Å) in water,
at atmospheric pressure and infinite dilution (b51/kT). The top curve cor-
responds to a hard sphere~HS! solute (asw50). Each successive curv
corresponds to an increment in the solute–solvent van der Waals attra
parameter,asw , of 0.05 Pa m6 mol22. The dotted line shows the locus o
maxima in the dimensionless chemical potential, with attractive interact
~i.e., asw! increasing in the direction of the arrow. Maxima in the dime
sionless chemical potential are equivalent to minima in the infinite dilut
limit of the Ostwald solubility@Eq. ~13!#.
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in water. Consider a nonpolar gas and an aqueous solu
separated by a membrane that is only permeable to the
eous solute~Fig. 4!. At thermodynamic equilibrium the pres
sure, temperature, and solute chemical potential on ei
side of the membrane are equal. For simplicity we assu
that the nonpolar species can be treated as an ideal gas o
gas side of the membrane~I!, while the model developed
above@in particular, Eqs.~10! and ~11!# are applied on the
aqueous side of the membrane~II !. The solubility of the
nonpolar gas is determined by solving the system of eq
tions

ms~rw ,rs ,T!5ms
ig~T,P!, ~17a!

P5 f ~rw ,rs ,T! ~17b!

for the water and solute number densities in the liquid ph
at the imposedT andP. The solubility is commonly reported
as the solute mole fraction in solution,

xs5
Ns

Ns1Nw
5

rs

rs1rw
. ~18!

The solubility of asss54 Å solute as a function of tempera
ture at atmospheric pressure is shown in Fig. 5. The solu
ity displays a minimum as a function of temperature,
though it is shifted slightly out to higher temperatur
compared to the minimum in the Ostwald solubility.

The effect of increasing the pressure on the Ostw
solubility coefficient for thesss54 Å solute at 298 K is
shown in Fig. 6~a!. Up to 100 bar the Ostwald solubility, an
hence the excess chemical potential, is essentially inde
dent of the pressure and virtually indistinguishable from
infinite dilution values reported in Fig. 3. Indeed the solu
mole fraction in aqueous solution is considerably less th

n-

ive

s

n

FIG. 4. Schematic of the thermodynamic system invoked for the calcula
of the solubility of nonpolar solutes in water. The two subsystems, I and
are maintained at temperatureT and pressureP and are separated by
membrane permeable to the solute species~s!. Subsystem II is the aqueou
solution, and subsystem I contains the gaseous solute.
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FIG. 5. Model prediction for the temperature dependence of the equilibr
mole fraction of asss54 Å solute in water at atmospheric pressure. T
bottom curve corresponds to a HS solute (asw50). Each successive curv
corresponds to an increment in the solute–solvent van der Waals attra
parameter,asw , of 0.05 Pa m6 mol22. The dotted line is the locus of solu
bility minima, and the arrow indicates the direction of increasing solu
solvent attractive interactions.

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of the solute excess chemical potential~a! and
solubility ~b! for a sss54 Å solute in water, at 298 K. The top~a! and
bottom~b! lines correspond to a HS solute (asw50). Each successive curv
corresponds to an increment in the solute-solvent van der Waals attra
parameter,asw , of 0.05 Pa m6 mol22. The arrow indicates the direction o
increasing solute–solvent attractive interactions.
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0.01 for all but the most attractive solutes examined even
the highest pressures@Fig. 6~b!#. For sparingly soluble spe
cies at concentrations approaching infinite dilution, the m
fraction to an excellent approximation is given as

xs'
rs

rw
5

bP

rw
exp~2bms*

`!, ~19!

where we again have assumed that the ideal gas law ap
in the gas phase. We note that Eq.~19! indicates that the
molar solubility should be a linearly increasing function
pressure whenrw and ms*

` are independent of pressur
Such a pressure dependence is observed in Fig. 6~b!, which
satisfies these criteria. We conclude that the use of the
nite dilution excess chemical potential for pressures be
100 bar is justified. Thus, finite solute concentration effe
are neglected in the remainder of the paper.

The temperature dependence of the infinite dilution
cess chemical potential and the corresponding partial m
enthalpy and entropy for asss54 Å HS solute at atmo-
spheric pressure are shown in Fig. 7. At low temperatu
solubility is limited by a large negative partial molar entrop
which is only partially compensated by enthalpic contrib
tions. Both the partial molar entropy and enthalpy a
strongly temperature dependent, however, so that at elev
temperatures hydration in entropically favorable and enth
pically unfavorable. These temperature dependencies ar
dicative of a large solute partial molar excess heat capa
which is

m

ive

-

ive

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the infinite dilution excess chem
potential and its enthalpic and entropic contributions for a HS solute (sss

54 Å) in water, at atmospheric pressure. The actual quantities plotted
the solute’s excess chemical potential at infinite dilution, normalized bykT
~curve labeledm!, excess partial molar enthalpy at infinite dilution, norma
ized by kT ~curve h!, and excess partial molar entropy at infinite dilutio
normalized byk ~curve s!.
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c̄P,s* 5S ]h̄s*

]T
D

P

5TS ] s̄s*

]T D
P

. ~20!

Since the gas phase behaves ideally, this quantity is also
solute’s heat capacity of transfer. It is precisely the therm
dynamic features shown in Fig. 7 that are commonly ass
ated with hydrophobic hydration. We take note that th
arise naturally in the present theory without the need
empirical temperature dependent parameterization of solu
water interactions.

The unfavorable dissolution entropy at room temperat
is perhaps one of the most striking properties of hydropho
hydration, and is typically interpreted as arising from solu
induced structuring of vicinal waters. The effect of HS solu
size on the solute’s infinite dilution partial molar excess e
tropy as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 8. Wh
the entropy depends sensitively on solute size, the curves
all qualitatively similar. At low temperatures the curves sho
an appreciable entropic cost for dissolution. Eventually d
solution becomes entropically favorable at high tempe
tures. Between these limits the entropies appear to conv
at ;323 K. This convergence is not exact, however, a
occurs over a narrow temperature range~Fig. 8, inset!. Simi-
lar convergence behavior has been observed experimen
for the dissolution of nonpolar gases and liquids in water
well as for the hydrophobic contributions to prote
folding.8–14 The measured convergence temperature for
drocarbons is 385 K, some 60 K greater than predicted h
Nevertheless, the occurrence of an entropy converge
point at reasonable temperatures suggests that the under
physics is correct.

The individual components of the hydration entro
@Eqs.~16! and~C10!–~C13!# are shown in Fig. 9. The poin
creation entropies@Fig. 9~a!# are the same for all solutes

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the partial molar excess entrop
infinite dilution and atmospheric pressure corresponding to HS solute
different sizes in water. The inset shows the entropy convergence regio
detail.
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since they are identical in this limit. The hydrogen-bondi
entropies@Fig. 9~c!#, on the other hand, depend on the solu
size and indicate a more significant disruption of wate
bonding with increasing solute size.s̄s,hb* ` for varying size
solutes is an exponentially decreasing function of tempe
ture that does not converge. In contrast to ideas for hyd
phobic effects based on enhanced structuring, the solu
contribution to the total entropy arising from its interactio
with water’s hydrogen-bonds is positive in this theory. Th
is a result of the fact that water structuring is not invoked
the present theory, so that the effect of the nonpolar solut
to dilute hydrogen-bond interactions between water m
ecules leading to an increase in the entropy. Perturbation
water structure can be included, albeit in a crude manner
employing a nonzero value forenp @Eq. ~8!#. That the theory
is able to capture the basic signatures of hydrophobic hy
tion in spite of the fact that the hydrogen-bond related p
tion of the solute’s contribution to the total entropy is po
tive is quite a remarkable result. It suggests that hydrog
bond restructuring may in fact not be the major contribu
to hydrophobic phenomenology and thermodynamics. T
overriding contribution to the solute’s partial molar entro
in the present theory is the excluded volume term@Fig. 9~b!#.
Note, however, that this term@Eq. ~C11!# does not depend
solely on the properties of a vdW fluid since this express
explicitly contains the thermal expansion coefficient for li
uid water. Thes̄s,vol* ` curves for the various solute sizes co
verge exactly at 329 K, slightly greater than the temperat
shown in Fig. 8. The effect of the hydrogen-bonding term

at
of
in

FIG. 9. Point creation~pt!, volume~vol!, and hydrogen bonding~hb! con-
tributions to the solute excess partial molar entropies shown in Fig. 8.
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to shift the convergence to lower temperatures and mak
only approximate.

The origin of the convergence temperature can be s
more clearly by examination ofs̄s,vol* ` @Eq. ~C11!#. Sinces̄s,vol* `

is proportional tobs , the only way for this entropy to con
verge for solutes of varying size is for it to equal zero. Th
criterion is satisfied when

aw5
12rwbw

T
. ~21!

This expression is interesting because it depends exclus
on the properties of water and the solute plays no role in
convergence temperature. Moreover, Eq.~21! indicates that
the observed convergence temperature of 329 K can
shifted to the experimental temperature of 385 K by adju
ing the vdW excluded volume for water. The diameter
water adjusted to obtain the experimental convergence t
perature is 3.03 Å, only 3% less than the value used in
calculations above. Furthermore, this adjusted water di
eter agrees more closely with the commonly assumed v
of 2.8 Å. For a strictly vdW liquid it can be shown that

avdW5
12rwbw

T22awwrw~12rwbw!2/k
~22!

which is always greater than and never satisfies Eq.~21!,
except in the case whenaww50. The expression for water’
thermal expansion coefficient is somewhat more complica
@Eq. ~C14!#. The density maximum corresponds to the co
dition aw50 ~Fig. 2!. With increasing temperature, th
hydrogen-bonding contributions to the EOS become less
portant and Eq.~C14! approaches Eq.~22!. Between the den-
sity maximum and the high-temperature limit where Eq.~22!
applies, there exists a unique temperature where Eq.~C14!
satisfies Eq.~21!. This is the entropy convergence tempe
ture. The criterion for entropy convergence, Eq.~21!, is simi-
lar to the corresponding IT prediction,26,31 aw51/2T. Both
approaches predict that strict convergence is solely a fu
tion of water properties. Note, however, that the pres
theory supplies the equation of state of water, whereas
requires this as an independent input.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the temperature dependence of
partial molar excess heat capacity as a function of temp
ture at atmospheric pressure for thesss54 Å HS solute. The
predicted temperature dependence ofc̄P,s* ` is nonmonotonic,
displaying a maximum in the neighborhood of 260 K. Sim
lar trends forc̄P,s* ` are observed for other hydrophobic solut
of varying size, although the magnitude is scaled by the
ute size. Experimentally it is found thatc̄P,s* ` for nonpolar
solute dissolution is a large, positive, decreasing function
temperature, as observed at temperatures above the he
pacity maximum in Fig. 10.77–81 Indeed, this behavior ha
been suggested as useful for the discrimination of models
hydrophobic hydration.82 While not observed directly from
experiments, extrapolation of a two-state hydrogen bond
model fitted to measured values ofc̄P,s* ` for a number of
solutes predicts a maximum in the supercooled water reg
in agreement with the present results.80,83More directly, heat
capacities evaluated from a two-dimensional simulat
model for water find a maximum inc̄P,s* ` near the freezing
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point.82 The heat capacity maximum, however, does not n
essarily result from changes in the hydrogen-bonding str
ture of water in the vicinity of the hydrophobic solute. A
with the entropy convergence above, the vdW excluded v
ume contribution dominates the heat capacity and ultima
the predicted maximum~Fig. 10!. Indeed, hydrogen bonding
contributions toc̄P,s* ` in the present model are negative a
increasing functions of temperature, contrary to the ove
temperature dependence ofc̄P,s* ` . We surmise that the hea
capacity maximum is largely a consequence of the EOS
water, and arises predominantly from the dependence of
cluded volume contributions to the entropy on the density
water.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
AND SIMULATION

Figure 11 shows a comparison between experime
data and model predictions for the temperature depende
of the infinite dilution excess chemical potential, enthalp
and entropy of methane84 and argon85 in water. Also shown
is a comparison between computer simulation calculation
the same quantities for a 3.4 Å hard sphere solute in SP
water86 and model predictions. Whereas the experimen
data show an almost linear increase in the solute’s enth
and entropy with temperature, the model predicts a nonlin
increase that exaggerates the temperature dependenc
these quantities at low temperature. Because the error
enthalpy and entropy tend to cancel, the agreement betw
theory and experiment is quite good for the solute’s exc
chemical potential. The solute van der Waals parame
used in the model calculations areass50.2286
Pa m6 mol22, bs570.9 Å3 (ss54.43 Å) ~methane! and ass

50.1362 Pa m6 mol22, bs553.7 Å3 (ss54.03 Å) ~argon!.
These were calculated from the solute’s critical constants

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the partial molar excess heat cap
at infinite dilution~normalized byk! for a HS solute (sss54 Å) in water at
atmospheric pressure. The curves give the point creation~pt!, volume~vol!,
and hydrogen bonding~hb! contributions as well as their sum~tot!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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attempt was made to adjust the solute’s van der Waals
rameters to fit the experimental data, nor to introduce emp
cal binary interaction coefficients.

The results of Fig. 11 imply that the theory tends
exaggerate both the magnitude and the temperature de
dence of the solute’s transfer heat capacity. This is show
Fig. 12, which compares measured84 and predicted values o

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the infinite dilution excess chem

potentialbms*
` ~curves labeledm! and its enthalpic,bh̄s*

` ~curves labeled
h!, and entropics̄s*

`/k ~curves labeled s! contributions for methane~a!,
argon~b!, and a 3.4 Å hard sphere solute~c! in water, at atmospheric pres
sure. The thick lines are model calculations, the symbols are experim
@methane~Ref. 84!, argon~Ref. 85!# and simulation@hard sphere~Ref. 86!#
data, and the thin lines are numerical fits through the data. The solute
der Waals parameters used in the model calculations were obtained fro
respective critical constants, and are given byass50.2286 Pa m6 mol22,
bs570.9 Å3 (ss54.43 Å) ~methane! and ass50.1362 Pa m6 mol22, bs

553.7 Å3 (ss54.03 Å) ~argon!.
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methane’s partial molar excess heat capacity in wa
Clearly, the rate of change of the solute’s excess partial m
lar enthalpy and entropy, especially at low temperature
less pronounced in reality than what the present theory
dicts.

Figure 13 compares measured and predicted solubil
for methane84 and argon85 in water. Also shown is the com
parison between model predictions and simulat
calculations27,86 for the solubility of a hard sphere solute i
SPC-E water. It can be seen that the theory predicts a m
pronounced temperature dependence of the solubility t
what is actually observed. Furthermore, the temperatur
which the solubility reaches a minimum is higher in real
than what the theory predicts.

While the model captures the basic signatures commo
associated with hydrophobic hydration, it overpredicts tra
fer heat capacities and their temperature dependence, e
cially at low temperature. Consequently, solute enthalp
and entropies are predicted to be both larger and more
sitive to temperature than in reality over a broad range
temperature.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The motivation for this study was to examine the s
incompletely understood thermodynamics of hydropho
hydration beginning from a microscopic theory57 that cap-
tures many of the thermodynamic anomalies of liquid wa
We have extended the theory, introducing reasonable sim
fications, to describe aqueous mixtures containing nonp
solutes. The resulting mixture free energy and EOS cap
many of the distinguishing thermodynamic features ass
ated with hydrophobic hydration, including a large positi
chemical potential, indicative of the meager solubility of o
in water; an entropically unfavorable hydration free energy
ambient conditions; a solubility minimum with respect
temperature; a large positive solute transfer heat capa
indicative of the strong temperature dependence of the
tropy and enthalpy; a pronounced decrease of this heat

al

tal

an
the

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the partial molar excess heat cap
at infinite dilution,c̄p,s* `/k for methane in water at atmospheric pressure. T
thick line is the model calculation, and the symbols are experimental
~Ref. 84!. The solute van der Waals parameters used in the model calc
tion are the same as in Fig. 11.
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pacity with increasing temperature; and a convergence in
hydration entropies of hydrophobes of varying size at
evated temperatures. It is particularly interesting to note
while aqueous hydrogen-bonding is explicitly consider
this is done in a simplified way and no specific structure
water around the nonpolar solutes, i.e., iceberg format
need be invoked to successfully capture the solvation p
erties of water. This is consistent with the view emergi
from theoretical and simulation investigations that hydrop
bic hydration is intimately linked to the EOS of pure wate

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of the solubility~mole fraction! of meth-
ane~a!, argon~b!, and a 3.4 Å hard sphere solute~c! in water, at atmospheric
pressure. The thick lines are model calculations, the symbols are experi
tal @methane~Ref. 84!, argon~Ref. 85!# and simulation~hard sphere27! data,
and the thin lines are numerical fits through the data. The solute van
Waals parameters used in the model calculations are the same as in F
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and that hydrogen-bonding plays a role primarily as it i
pacts the properties of pure water26–29,31,32,62~but see, e.g.,
Ref. 51 for an alternative view in which three-body wate
water–solute correlations cause hydrophobic effects!. Fur-
thermore, the close correspondence between the solub
minimum of a HS solute and the aqueous density maxim
place solubility minima, and ultimately hydrophobic effec
themselves, within the hierarchy of anomalous thermo
namic and kinetic properties of pure liquid water at low te
peratures and near ambient pressures.87,88

Comparison of the model’s predictions with experime
tal and simulation data for nonpolar solutes in water reve
that the theory tends to exaggerate the solute’s lo
temperature transfer heat capacity. Consequently, the co
sponding theoretical entropy and enthalpy are more sens
to temperature~especially at low temperatures! than their
experimental counterparts. In the original model for pure w
ter, the heat capacity is underestimated because of the
plified description of hydrogen bonds.57 In the present mix-
ture theory, the main contribution to the solute’s he
capacity comes from the volume term~see Fig. 10!, not from
hydrogen bonding. Equation~C11! suggests that using
more accurate form of the excluded volume term in wate
equation of state may be key to improving the quantitat
accuracy of the present theory.

Future extensions of this work include a more realis
description of aqueous hydrogen bonding89 and the incorpo-
ration of water density fluctuations, which are found to
play a significant role in IT analyses of nonpol
hydration.26–29,31 In addition to providing a more realistic
description of water structure, we believe these modificati
will lead to hydration thermodynamics in improved quan
tative agreement with experimental observations, ther
opening the door fora priori prediction.
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZATION OF THE AQUEOUS
PARTITION FUNCTION TO MIXTURES

In order to derive the mixture partition function forNw

water andNs solute molecules~N5Nw1Ns total molecules!
we write

Q~Nw ,Ns ,V,T!5~Nw!Ns!Lw
3NwLs

3Ns!21

3exp~bN2a/V!E E drNdVNw

3exp@2b~FHS1FHB!#, ~A1!

en-

er
11.
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where the mean-field approximation has been applied to
dispersion energy. In the above equationr denotes the posi
tion vector of a molecule’s center-of-mass, andV is the vec-
tor of Euler angles describing the orientation of a gene
water molecule.FHS and FHB denote the total HS and
hydrogen-bonding energies, respectively. Standard vdW m
ing rules are applied to the evaluation of the attractive vdWa
parameter,

a5xw
2 aww12xwxsasw1xs

2ass, ~A2!

where the cross solute–water interaction parameter is g
by asw5(awwass)

1/2. We focus our attention on the integral
which can formally be written as

E E drNdVNw exp@2b~FHS1FHB!#

5E drN exp(2bFHS)

3
**drNdVNw exp@2b~FHS1FHB!#

*drN exp~2bFHS!

5ZHS~Nw ,Ns ,V!E dVNw^exp~2bFHB!&HS, ~A3!

whereZHS is the configurational integral for a HS referen
mixture. The notation̂exp(2bFHB)&HS denotes the averag
of the Boltzmann factor of the hydrogen-bond energy eva
ated in the hard sphere reference ensemble. Operation
this means moving the center-of-mass of all molecules
hard spheres and computing exp(2bFHB) over all possible
center-of-mass configurations.FHB then is the energy tha
would result if at each hard sphere configuration
hydrogen-bonds are turned on with the water molecules
fixed but arbitrary orientation. The integral overVNw then
samples over all possible orientations.

Performing a cumulant expansion of^exp(2bFHB)&HS

and truncating after first-order terms~that is to say, neglect
ing orientational fluctuations!,57 we can write

^exp~2bFHB!&HS'exp̂ 2bFHB&HS. ~A4!

The mean hydrogen-bond energy can then be expressed

^FHB&HS52Nw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax

p~ j ,k!«~ j ,k!, ~A5!

wherep( j ,k) is the probability that a water molecule is su
rounded byj water molecules andk solute molecules satis
fying the positional criteria for hydrogen-bond formatio
These criteria are that the central water molecule has anin-
ner water exclusion shelldevoid of the centers of other wate
molecules, and anotherinner solute exclusion shelldevoid of
the centers of solute molecules; that there be no more
j max water centers in the central molecule’shydrogen-
bonding shell, and no more than kmax solute centers in the
solute solvation shell~Fig. 1!. «( j ,k) is the hydrogen-
bonding energy associated with this (j ,k) configuration. This
energy depends, in addition toj andk, on the mutual orien-
tation of the central water molecule and one of thej water
molecules in its hydrogen-bonding shell. In the trivial ca
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where there are no water molecules available in
hydrogen-bonding shell«(0,k)50, and the summation in
Eq. ~A4! begins at j 51. The total number of water mol
ecules that meet the positional criteria for hydrogen-bond
is

Nw(
j 51

j max

~ j 11!(
k50

kmax

p~ j ,k!. ~A6!

We now write the orientational integral as

E dVNw exp̂ 2bFHB&HS

5E dVNw expFbNw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax

p~ j ,k!«~ j ,k!G
5E dVNw)

j 51

j max

)
k50

kmax

exp@bNwp~ j ,k!«~ j ,k!#

5E dVNw@12(
j 51

j max~ j 11!(
k50

j maxp~ j ,k!#

3)
j 51

j max

)
k50

kmax H E dVcdV1¯dV j

3exp@b«~ j ,k!#J Nwp~ j ,k!

, ~A7!

where the subscriptc denotes the central water molecul
Invoking our previous result for the orientational integra
we now write

E dVNw^exp~2bFHB!&HS

'~4p!Nw)
j 51

j max

)
k50

kmax

f ~ j ,k!Nwp~ j ,k!, ~A8!

where

f ~ j ,k!5H 11
j

4
~12cosw* !2$exp@b«~ j ,k!#21%J . ~A9!

If we now invoke the simple one-dimensional approximati
for ZHS, we finally obtain

Q~Nw ,Ns ,V,T!,

5~Nw!Ns!Lw
3NwLs

3Ns!21~V2Nb!N exp~bN2a/V!

3~4p!Nw)
j 51

j max

)
k50

kmax

f ~ j ,k!Nwp~ j ,k!, ~A10!

where

b5xwbw1xsbs . ~A11!

The simple one-dimensional approximation to the HS
cluded volume problem is merely convenient. The results
not change qualitatively if more accurate approximations
used.
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APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAL FORM
OF THE OCCUPATION PROBABILITIES

For pure solvent (Ns→0) the following expression for
p0 can be derived:57

p05expF24prwE
sww

r wi
Gww~r !r 2drG , ~B1!

whereGww(r ) is the contact correlation function of scale
particle theory,43 defined such thatrw Gww(r ) is the concen-
tration of water molecules at contact with a central ha
sphere~HS! cavity of radiusr. Assuming that the exclusion
probabilities can be decoupled,p0 can be generalized to mix
tures as

p05expF24prwE
sww

r wi
Gww~r !r 2dr

24prsE
ssw

r si
Gsw~r !r 2drG , ~B2!

wherers Gsw(r ) is the concentration of nonpolar molecul
at contact with a central HS cavity of radiusr. In practice the
exclusion shells are relatively thin (r a i2saw,0.1 Å) so
that to an excellent approximation the integrals in Eq.~B2!
can be written as

po'exp@2prw~r wi1sww!2~r wi2sww!

3Gww~sww!2prs~r si1ssw!2~r si2ssw!Gsw~ssw!#.

~B3!

Following the treatment for pure water,57 the conditional
solvent and solute outer shell occupation probabilities
treated as Poisson distributions,

pw~ j !5
1

j ! F4prwE
r wi

r wo
Gww~r !r 2drG j

3expF24prwE
r wi

r wo
Gww~r !r 2drG

'
1

j !
@prw~r wo1r wi!

2~r wo2r wi!Gww~sww!# j

3exp@2prw~r wo1r wi!
2~r wo2r wi!Gww~sww!#

~B4!

and

ps~k!5
1

k! F4prsE
r si

r so
Gsw~r !r 2drG k

3expF24prsE
r si

r so
Gsw~r !r 2drG

'
1

k!
@prs~r so1r si!

2~r so2r si!Gsw~ssw!#k

3exp@2prs~r so1r si!
2~r so2r si!Gsw~ssw!#, ~B5!

where we have once again taken advantage of the na
width of the bonding and solute hydration shells to simpl
the integrals.
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The HS cavity contact correlation functions are obtain
from the inversion of the Carnahan–Starling EOS for m
tures to obtain the contact density,92

Gmn~smn!5
1

12h3
13S smmsnn

smm1snn
D h2

~12h3!2

12S smmsnn

smm1snn
D 2 h2

2

~12h3!3 , ~B6!

where m and n denote the speciesw or s, and h i

5p(sww
i rw1sss

i rs)/6.

APPENDIX C: INFINITE DILUTION THERMODYNAMIC
QUANTITIES

The infinite dilution solute excess chemical potential
given by

bms*
`52 ln~12rwbw!1

rwbs

12rwbw
22brwasw

2rw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

`

ln f ~ j ,k!J . ~C1!

In the infinite dilution limit, no more than one solute mo
ecule can be found in the hydration shell of a central m
ecule so that the only remaining solute contribution to
summation over shell occupation probabilities correspo
to k51 regardless of the value ofkmax. The infinite dilution
limits of the various contributions to the solute’s chemic
potential are given by

bms,pt* `52 ln~12rwbw!, ~C2!

bms,vol* ` 5
rwbs

12rwbw
, ~C3!

bms,att* ` 522brwasw , ~C4!

bms,hb* ` 52rw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

`

ln f ~ j ,k!J . ~C5!

The corresponding contributions to the solute’s partial mo
enthalpy and entropy are

bh̄s,pt* `5
awrwbwT

12rwbw
, ~C6!

bh̄s,vol* ` 5
awrwbsT

~12rwbw!2 , ~C7!

bh̄s,att* ` 522brwasw~11awT!, ~C8!

bh̄s,hb* ` 5Trw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

`

3
] ln f ~ j ,k!

]T
2awF]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

`

ln f ~ j ,k!

2awrwF]2p~ j ,k!

]rw]rs
G`

ln f ~ j ,k!J , ~C9!
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s̄s,pt* `/k5 ln~12rwbw!1
awrwbwT

12rwbw
, ~C10!

s̄s,vol* ` /k5
awrwbsT

~12rwbw!22
rwbs

12rwbw
, ~C11!

s̄s,att* ` /k52
2awrwasw

k
, ~C12!
en

i-
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s̄s,hb* ` /k5Trw(
j 51

j max

(
k50

kmax H F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

` ln f ~ j ,k!

T

1F]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

` F] ln f ~ j ,k!

]T G2awF]p~ j ,k!

]rs
G

rw

`

3 ln f ~ j ,k!2awrwF]2p~ j ,k!

]rw]rs
G`

ln f ~ j ,k!J .

~C13!

In the above expressions,aw52(] ln rw /]T)P is the thermal
expansion coefficient of pure water (rs50) given as
aw5

~12rwbw!2rw~12rwbw!2( j 51
j maxF]p~ j ,0!

]rw
G

T
H ln f ~ j ,0!1TF] ln f ~ j ,0!

]T G
rw

J
T22awwrw~12rwbw!2/k2Trw~12rwbw!2( j 51

j maxH 2F]p~ j ,0!

]rw
G

rs

`

1rwF]2p~ j ,0!

]rw
2 G

rs

` J ln f ~ j ,0!

. ~C14!
i-

m,

tt.

s.

v.

itis,

ou-
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APPENDIX D: CALCULATION OF PARTIAL MOLAR
QUANTITIES

The present theory is developed in the canonical
semble, where the independent variables are (T,V,Nw ,Ns).
Therefore we have

dms5S ]ms

]T D
V,Nw ,Ns

dT1S ]ms

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

dV

1S ]ms

]Nw
D

T,V,Ns

dNw1S ]ms

]Ns
D

T,V,Nw

dNs . ~D1!

To calculate the solute’s partial molar entropy, we write

s̄s52S ]ms

]T D
P,Nw ,Ns

52F S ]ms

]T D
V,Nw ,Ns

1S ]ms

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

S ]V

]TD
P,Nw ,Ns

G
52F S ]ms

]T D
V,Nw ,Ns

1aVS ]ms

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

G , ~D2!

wherea is the mixture’s thermal expansion coefficient. Sim
larly for the solute’s partial molar volume,

v̄s52S ]ms

]P D
T,Nw ,Ns

5S ]ms

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

S ]V

]PD
T,Nw ,Ns

52KTVS ]ms

]V D
T,Nw ,Ns

,

~D3!

whereKT is the mixture’s isothermal compressibility.
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